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About This Game

Evolution Planet: Gold Edition is a tactical puzzle game about adaptation and
survival.

Strategic fun!

Combine creatures in groups of three so they turn into a single stronger creature. Discover new transformations while you face
the dark side of evolution in battles that will put all your strategic skills to the test.

Easy to play, hard to master.

Evolution Planet Gold is a twist of the usual match-3-games. It is more tactics-focused, fairer and more challenging for the
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player. In Evolution Planet Gold you cannot just move without having a clear idea of where you are going. Planning ahead and
being able to respond to any given set of circumstances are crucial.

More than meets the eye...

It features two game modes, each of which takes advantage of the game mechanics in its own way. The objective on the
Campaign mode is to make your way along the map overcoming the challenges on each level, unlocking new islands and bonus

levels, and fighting battles against final bosses." The Survival mode is a potentially infinite game level with an unlimited
number of creatures, where the most important thing is strategic freedom when it comes to facing the hordes of mutant

enemies.

A fun, casual strategic adventure puzzle experience for all ages:

Pure fun for everyone. You will love Evolution Planet, your sister will, your dad will beg you to let him play, your
grandma will beat your Survival mode highscore, your kids will prepare your breakfast if you let them play...

Stunning audiovisuals with beautiful animations, settings, atmospheric effects and a delightful soundtrack adapted to
each situation.

Two different game modes: Campaign, with more than 90 levels on 6 islands, and Survival, with endless gameplay.

Each level offers a different challenge: evolve, eliminate enemies, set your allies free, defeat final bosses, play against
the clock…

Special items and power ups such as the DNA and the meteorites let you use alternative strategies to overcome the
challenges.

Evolution Planet: Gold Edition is available as a one-time upfront payment game and
it does not have in-game purchases, ads, or any other type of freemium-like

components.
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Title: Evolution Planet: Gold Edition
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Play Wireless
Publisher:
Play Wireless
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2016
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English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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evolution planet gold edition apk. evolution planet gold edition

A sequel to Xblaze Code: Embryo, this game was a pleasant surprise.

Code: Embryo was, in my opinion, a reasonably decent read despite its cliches and other issues. This game, Lost: Memories,
presents itself as a much more unique experience that not only builds upon and improves the previous game's story, but also
throws a few surprises that fans of BlazBlue will certainly appreciate.

While I was a bit disappointed with the ending, the journey was definitely a worthwhile one. Recommended for anyone who
read Code: Embryo or simply wants to delve further into the world of BlazBlue.. Do not buy this piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥ the
controls are frustrating and unresponsive.. While this game is certainly not a real simulation, it is a ton of fun. Great arcadey
ship to ship battles, many ship choices and varied tasks all make this a great game.. I found this game via youtuber doing a lets
play. I have been enjoying the game and am hopeful for future updates. I recommend the game to those who like
crafting\/combat games. Be ready for a difficult game, but in a good way. Explore different routes and crafting chains.
Here is a youtube let's play that is currently active for those interested.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/playlist?list=PL7vVwkBJ5wTwy9PliuUrX7owi0Uxx92vm. Godawful grabbing mechanic and
floaty physics lead to a very fidgety and imprecise mess. It's hard for all the wrong reasons.. It doesnt work! When i tried to
record fullscreen stuff it only recorded my voice! the screen was black. And when i tried to record windowed games the video
was glitched out and it was 10 seconds long even when i recorded 20 min vids!
Dont buy it! its a waste of money! There are so many better recording softwares than this....nevermind. It doesnt work with
Garrys Mod doesnt work with Gang Beasts only worked with browser games like happy wheels!. Melbourne Intl. Amazing first
time I've played a game and thought it was worth loads more. It's got quality about it too.I hope they keep improving it
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its a fun game that i would like to see grow. best part is i can play with my vive and my frends can play with their MKB. We
need more games like this!. Holy heck.... BUY THIS GAME while it's $2.50 or whatever.... what a FUN game. Unique artstyle
and music but just a typical story nothing too fabulous but it's simple enough to make a decent tale BUT it doesn't end
satisfyingly. Like it REALLY ends on an unsatisfying note for that I kinda recommend against it.

As a VN:
5.5/10. This game is looking promising
Iv been looking for a game like this for some time but there are some tweak to be done and some things that could be changed
but other than that if you keep on going on the same path its going to be a really good game. Usually very cheap indie games on
Steam is reserved for the worst that indie devs have to offer or at it's best a game you'll play a couple times then forget you ever
had. But despite being a very cheap indie game this game fits neither and is actually really good. Think of a 2D, Vector
Graphics, Top-Down view version of Wipeout. And if that sounds good to you then I would certainly recommend buying this
and even if you're not a Wipeout fan I would still recommend this!. Great graphics. Wonderful music. So-so is story. The
Korean-style grinding was noticable at middle and went exponentially at the end. The community is somehow not many thus
making running dungeon is hard.

Recommend to waste some of your time on it. Not worth when you have reached the paywall.. This was a lot of fun.. Fun little
green platformer. Foxes having a picknik, hunters come ruin it.. first Fitz has to go save Fiona.. with platforming and jumping,
then your Fiona trying to save Fitz, with a gun (which you use to jump around, as well has the obvious shoot enemies)

But once you've beaten the second boss, you have the choice to do the 3rd stage areas (plus boss) as which you choose. Fitz is
much easier, and i mean MUCH easier. I spent a few hours trying to get past Fiona's before giving up, restarting the whole game
and got to the final boss in around an hour.

So, if you like a super challenge, try to even get to the final boss as Fiona.

Overall, i liked it, it was a fun, potentially short indie platformer ^.^ With Foxes ^.^
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